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I. INTRODUCTION 
Tn this work we make a model-theoretic study of the Henselian valued fields 
having a finite absolute ramification index e > 1. The case e = 3. was considere 
in many works [I, 6-8, 10, 121 beginning with the weM~~~own papers of Ax and 
K~chen [2-b]. The results concerning the case e > P, obtained here and in [CT], 
seem to be new. 
Let (K, v, H) and (K’, v’, M’) be two valued fieids. We denote, respectively, 
by -Kl, KY , 00, @f > m, > m:, 7 El, H’ the residue class fields, the valuation 
rings, the maximal ideals, and the value groups. Suppose that the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(a) The valued fields (K, V, N) and (K’, 7~‘, braically complete 
{i.e., they do not have proper algebraic immediate 
(b) the fields K and K’ are of characteristic 0; 
(c) the residue fields K, and K$ are perfect fields of characteristic p + 
(d) the value groups H and N’ have a least positive element, denoted by 
in other words, the additive group of rational integers Z is identifie 
subgroup of N and H’; 
(e) (KY o, H) and (K’, v’, H’) are absolutely unramified, i.e., I = 
v’(p) = 1. 
In [7, 81, Ersov shows that in the afore mentioned conditions the following 
assertions are equivalent: 
(i) The valued fields (K, V, N) and (K’, TJ’, N’) are elementarily equivalent; 
(ii) the fields K, and KL, , respectively the ordered Abehan groups N and 
‘, are elementarily equivalent. 
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If the absolute ramification index e is finite and strictly greater than 1, the 
elementary equivalence types of the residue field and of the value group are not 
sufficient o classify, modulo the elementary equivalence, the algebraically 
complete fields with the absolute ramification index e. 
Indeed, let us consider, for instance, the Eisenstein polynomials with coeffi- 
cients in the ring of the 2-adic integers Z,: PI(X) = X2 + 2 and Ps(X) = 
X2 + 2X + 2. Let r1 , respectively ns , be a root in the algebraic losure of Q, , 
of the polynomial PI(X), respectively of F’s(X), and Kr = Q,(cT~), Ks = a,(~~). 
The 2-adic valuation extends uniquely to Kr and K, . The extensions K&l& 
and K,/Q, are totally ramified and r1 , respectively z-s , is a generator of the 
maximal ideal of the ring of integers of Kr , respectively of K, . The valued 
fields K1 and K, are complete, therefore algebraically complete, they have the 
same perfect residue class field IF, , the same value group Z, the same absolute 
ramification index e = 2, but they are not elementarily equivalent. Indeed, 
let us consider the sentence y := (3X) X2 + 2 = 0. It is easy to verify that p 
is valid on Kr , but not on Ks . 
Hence, to classify, modulo the elementary equivalence, the Henselian valued 
fields having the same absolute ramification index e > 1, it is necessary to 
consider additional invariants. It is natural to consider as additional invariants 
the elementary equivalence types of the residue rings O,/TQ,“, n > 2. We show 
that the afore mentioned invariants are sufficient to make the desired classifica- 
tion. 
In Section 2, we consider some classes of Henselian valued fields having a finite 
absolute ramification index e > 1 and we prove a criterion for the model- 
completeness of their elementary theories (Theorem 2.3.1). Section 3 of the paper 
is devoted to the classification of the complete theories of Henselian valued fields 
(K, IU, H) satisfying the following conditions: 
(a) The characteristic ofthe field K is equal to 0; 
(b) the ordered Abelian group H has a least positive lement; 
(c) the characteristic ofthe residue field K, is equal to p # 0; 
(d) V(P) = e E &I . 
2. MODEL-COMPLETENESS 
2+1, We use the following model-completeness test: 
LEMMA 2.1 S. Let T be a theory zuithout$nite models. The following assertions 
are equivalent: 
(i) T is model-complete; 
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(ii) .C’or every diagram of the type 
c 
and C are models of T, f and g ave mo~o~a~~h~s~as, 6: is (card 
d B is RI-saturated, theve exists an elementary ~~ono~o~p~is~ 1: C 






A L B. 
This lemma is an immediate consequence of [13, Theorems 10.4, 16.4, 17.1]. 
2.2, We define, now, some classes of local rings that are useful in the 
foollowing. 
H)EFINITION 22.1. Let n 2 1. A commutative ring A with unit, is an 
B-valued ring if the following conditions are verified: 
(a) A is a local ring; let m be its maximal ideal; 
(b) the ideal m is principal; 
(c) mn = 0 and ntn-r # 0. 
IIf (A, m) is an a-valued ring it follows that the only proper ideals of A are the 
rincipal ideals nri, I < i < n - 1, and, if T is a generator of the maximal 
ideal nt, then, for every a E A - (01, there exists uniquely z’ E {O, 1 9...P n - 1) and 
there exists u E A - m, such that a = T%. 
For n = 1, A is a I-valued ring iff A is a commutative field. 
The residue rings of the Z-valued rings are natural examples of vz-valued. 
rings. 
Let us denote by In , n > 1, the class of the n-valued rings. It is easy to see 
that I, is axiomatizable in the first-order language of the elementary theory of 
rings. 
I, can be organized as a category if we consider the local ring homomorphisms 
as morpbisms in this category. 
For every PZ, 112 > 1 such that m < n, there exists a canonical covariant 
functos em& I, --+ 1, ) which associates to a n-valued ring (A, a) the m-valued 
ring (A/a”, ala”), and to a local morphismS:(A, a) -+ (B, 6) the local morphism 
induced byf. The category obtained by taking the projective limit of the pro- 
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jective system of categories {In; Om,%: 1, -+ Im)msn is equivalent to the category 
of Z-valued rings complete with respect to the topology defined by valuation. 
Let no < n. If 9 is a sentence in the language of the elementary theory of 
rings, then there exists a sentence p in the same language such that for every 
(A, a) E I,, we have O,,, (A, a) + y iff (A, a) /== 9. The sentence p is obtained 
from 9, replacing the subformulas of the type ‘Qr = t2” with formulas which 
express the fact that t, - t, belongs to the mth power of the maximal ideal, 
leaving unchanged the rest of the formula 9. 
2.3, Let e be a natural number 21 and for every n 3 1, let flm be a class 
of n-valued rings satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) For every k E S1 , char k f 0; 
(ii) if (A, a) ES?~ , then (A/a”, a/a”) E& for 1 < i < n; 
(iii) if (A, a) E 9% and char A/a = p, then p E a@ - ae+l, if n 3 e + 1. 
Let us suppose given the structure types pCLn , n 3 1, which extend in a 
“nonessential way,” by relational symbols, the structure type of rings p’ = 
(+, a), such that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) Fn are axiomatizable; let T, , n > 1, be the corresponding theories in 
the language S$,; 
(ii) p1 _C pz C ... C pLn _C “‘; 
(iii) ifm<nand(A,a)ESn, then the canonical epimorphism V: (A, a) -+ 
(Al@, n/am) verifies the condition: If R is a relational symbol with k places from 
2U, and a, ,..., a E A, then we have 
(-4 4 I= R(al ,..., 4 iff (A/a”, a/am) + R(rr(a,) ,..., 7r(ak)). 
As a particular case, we can consider the case pn = p’, n > 1. 
Now let CY be a class of ordered Abelian groups having a least positive element, 
denoted by 1, and a structure type p0 which “nonessentially” extends, with 
relational symbols, the structure type of ordered groups &, = (+, <) such that 
3 is axiomatizable in the language ZU, . Let T,, be the corresponding theory. 
As a particular case, we can consider the case p0 = & . 
We denote by Y the class of Henselian valued fields (K, V, H) satisfying the 
conditions: 
(i) HE 9; 
(ii) for every n 3 1, (O&t,“; m&t,“) E Sm . 
From condition (ii) and the hypothesis about the classes S$n it follows that 
char K = 0, char K, # 0, w(char K,) = e. 
Let us consider, now, the structure type of the elementary theory of valued 
fields b0 = (F, C K +, ., 0, <>. Th e unary relational symbol F denotes 
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membership to a field; the unary relational symbol F denotes me 
a group; the binary relational symbol V defines valuation v: V(x) 
I’(y) A V(X) = y; the binary functional symbols +, *, @ denote, respectively3 
addition and multiplication in the valued field and addition in the value group; 
the binary relational symbol < denotes ordering on the value group. 
Let S-r be a system of axioms in the language SC, for the theory of 
valued fields. 
We extend the structure type cO to the type I = hO v f 
f (IT, v, a) E X and $2 is a relational symbol with k 
thenletn > I suchthatREpn.IfaI,.~., a, belong to the support of (I;;, v, -AT), 
we put 
where ,?iI )..., zk are the classes mod rrtva of the elements 9 ,~.*) ak . ecause 
condition (iii) is satisfied by the classes Fn , the definition is independent of K 
If is a relational symbol with k places from cc0 - & and aI ,..., a, belong to the 
support of (K, 3, H), we put 
(K, v, H) k .!?(a, ..., ak) %f $4 (ai E H) 
(. 
A (H + W(a, ,...; 633). 
In this way, the objects of the class 3’” become re!ational systems of type L. 
If n > 1, we denote by S, the set obtained from T% in the following way- 
A formula m of the language 2‘ is associated !nductively to every formda y of the 
language TFn: 
(a) If q~ = (tr = ta), where t, and t, are terms of sU, we put + = 
(v& - te) > n); 
(b) if ‘p = R(t, )...) tk), where R is a relational symbol with k places from 
pn and tI ,..~, t, are terms of 2$, , we put q = q3p; 
(c) if F = l#,@ = 16; 
(6) if?=+/\ @),q=$~ @i; 
(e) if 9 = (3x) Y, fj5 = (~x)(v(x) > 0 A F). 
We denote by S, the set obtained from T,, relathvizing the quantifiers to the 
unary predicate .P (the membership to the value group). 
The class X is axiomatizable in the language L$ and S = (Jn>-l S, is a system 
of axioms for the theory of X. 
Suppose that S is consistent, i.e., the class ;X is nonempty, fe prove the 
following result: 
THEOREM 2.3.1. If the theories T, , n > 0, aTe ~~~~e~-co~~le~e, h&z S == 
iJ,~-l S, is a system of axioms fey a model-complete theory. 
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2.4+ Before giving a proof of this statement we mention some lemmas 
that are useful in the following. These lemmas are simple adjustments of some 
results from [lo, Lemmas 1-3, 5, 6, Propositions l-31. 
DEFINITION 2.4.1. Let (K, V, H, S) and (K’, v’, H’, s’) be valued fields 
provided with the sections s: H+ KX and s’: H’ -+ K/X. A morphism of 
valued fields f: (K, ZI, H) -+ (K’, v’, H’) is x-analytic (respectively pure) if s’ 
extends s (respectively s’ extends s and His identified with a pure subgroup of H’). 
LEMMA 2.4.2. Let the diagram of pure monomorphisms of valued $elds of 
characteristic 0
/ 
(K v> H, s> -L (K’, v’, H’, s’) 
be such that H’ is identified with an intermediate subgroup between H and G, K 
and F are Henselian jields, F is (card K’)-pseudocomplete, and K’IK is totally 
rami$ed. If a E K’ - K such that K(a)/K is immediate, then there exist a sub- 
extension L of K’/K( ) a an d a x-analytic monomorphism 16: L --f F extending g, 
and v’(LX) is a pure subgroup of H’. 
LEMMA 2.4.3. Let the diagram of pure monomorphisms of valued fields of 
characteristic 0
(F, w, G, s”) 
(K, v, H, s) _f, (K’, v’, H’, s’) 
be such that H’ is ident$ied with an intermediate subgroup between H and G, K 
and F are Henselian j?elds, F is (card K’)-pseudocomplete, and K’IK is totally 
ramiJed. Then, there exists a x-analytic monomorphism #: K’ -+ F extending g. 
2.5. The Proof of Theorem 2.3.1 
We use the characterization of model-completeness given by Lemma 2.1 .l. 
Let a diagram be of the following type 
(F, w, G) 
E 
T 
(K v, H) _f, (K’, v’, H’), 
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where (K, v, H), (K’, w’, H’), and (F, zu, G) are models of S, J and g are mono- 
morphisms of relational systems of type 6, (K’, v’, H’) is 8,-saturated, and 
(FS w, G) is (card K’)+-saturated. 
Let us show that there exist a relational system (F’, w’, G’j of type C, an 
elementary monomorphism I: (F, w, 6) ---f (F’, w’, G’), and a monomorphism of 
relational systems of type L, h: (K’, ?j’, N’) + (F’, w’, G’) such that the following 
diagram commutes 




(K, w, H) r, (K’, v’, N’). 
We can suppose f and g to be inclusions. 
As H is identified with a subsystem of the relational systems of type L,, :M’ 
and G, and T is by hypothesis model-complete, it follows that the inclusions 
N C 2%’ and N C G are elementary monomorphisms. As a consequence, it results 
thatHisapuresubgroupofH’andG,(H’:H)=1oroO,(G:dJ)=3or~, 
and the monomorphisms H C H’ and H C G preserve the least positive element 
As (F, UJ, G) is by hypothesis (card K’)+-saturated it follows that G is 
(card H’)+-saturated, therefore, according to [13, 7’beorem 17.11, there exists 
an elementary monomorphism h,: H’ + G, such that the following diagram 
commutes 
H Cy H’. - 
As the inclusions H C H’ and H C G preserve the least positive element, it 
results that the ring morphisms fn: Qv/ntun +- O,,jrn~, and g,: OV/utun ---i‘ 
RhOn, n > 1, are monomorphisms of relational systems of type pa . Since 
the theories T, , PZ 3 I, are, by hypothesis, model-complete, these monomor- 
phisms are elementary. As a consequence, K, is algebraically closed in Ki and 
in Fw , and the rings Ov/ntvn, n > 2, are integral closed in the corresponding 
rings O,,,/nt~, and O&t,“, 11 > 2. 
If KV is finite, then, for every n > 1, the rings O&ten = 
are finite. 
If K9 is infinite, as (F, w, G) is by hypothesis, (card K’)+-saturated, it follows 
that, for every n >, 1, the relational system of type ,LL* , (O&I,,“, m&u,“) is 
n (card O,,/m,,) +-saturated, hence, according to [13, Theorem 17,1], there exist 
tbe elementary monomorphisms 
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such that the following diagrams are commutative 
(QwlmJ’~, lGh%u”) 
gn/lll y 
(O,/%“Y tlt&lt,n) & (O,,jl?$ ,llt,+lt~~> (n 3 1). 
The monomorphisms A; , n > 1, are not necessarily compatible, i.e., {Zii>n>I 
is not certainly a morphism of projective systems from the projective system 
{Ov~/m~,>,zI to the projective system {O,&ulun>n~I . At the price of an elementary 
extension of (F, w, G), we obtain, going from (h k > %>I , a morphism of projective 
systems. 
Let us denote by 5: KX+ H/Z, 6~ (K&d Z, 5’: (K’)X 3 H’lZ, 6’: (Kt,)x + Z, 
-15: Fx -+ G/Z, ii?: (F,)x -+ Z, the valuations determined, respectively, by ZI, V’ and 
w, because of the fact that Z is identified with a convex subgroup of H, H’, and G. 
Because valued fields (K, v, H), (K’, VI’, H’) and (F, w, G) are Henselian, it 
follows [ll, F, Proposition 91 that the following valued fields are Henselian: 
(K, 5, H/Z), (xl, B’, H’/Z), (F, 6, G/Z), (K, , @, Z), (K;, , 8, Z), (F, , ?a, Z). 
As the valued fields (K, 6, H/Z), (K’, v”‘, H’/Z) and (F, 6, G/Z) are Henselian 
fields having the residue fields, respectively, K , Ki, , and F, , of characteristic 0, 
it follows [l, Proposition 161 that there exist the subfields K, _C K, Ki _C K’, 
5’; CF, of representatives of the residue fields K, , KS, and F, , such that 
KA C K,, and Ki C F,, . Let us denote also by 5, 8, and 3 the discrete valuations 
induced by v, v’, and w on K. , Ki , and F,, . 
We show that there exists an elementary extension (F’, w’, G’) of (F, w, G), 
such that, if Fi 2 F. is a subfield of representatives ofthe residue field F& of the 
valuation 5’: (F’)x -+ G/Z induced by w’, then the diagram of Z-valued fields 
where a’ is the restriction fw’ to Fi , may be completed as shown. 
Let, for this, D be a nonprincipal ultrafilter on N. We consider the ultra- 
products 
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and the maps .L = ELfnlD> gu = I-LEN .LT,I% k, = 
are local rings with the maximal ideals 
$3. The rings 
aadf, ,g,, and h: are local monomorphisms, 
Let us consider the local rings 
and 
with the maximal ideals 
IVe have the commutative diagram 
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where f”, g”, and h”’ are the local monomorphisms induced by fW , g, , and h: ) 
and j, j’, and j” are canonical embeddings. 
Because of the RI-saturation property of the nonprincipal ultraproducts 
indexed by a countable set, it is easy to see that the rings A, A’, and B are 
discrete valuation rings, complete with respect to the topology defined by 
valuation. The residue rings 
A/m,” s (O&t,*)N/D, A’jnt;, r (O,,/m;,)N/D, 
B/m,” cx (Qi$tQ/D, n>l 
are models of T, andj, g”, and ff determine the commutative diagrams of elemen- 
tary monomorphisms 
Let (F’, w’, G’) = (F, w, G)“/D = (FNjD, wN/D, GN[D) and G’: (F’)x -+ G/Z, 
w’: (F&)x -+ Z be the valuations induced by w’, since Z is a convex subgroup of 
G’. The ring B is identified with the valuation ring O,, . Taking the quotient 
fields of the rings from the diagram (*), we obtain the commutative diagram of 
Z-valued fields 
where Fi is a subfield of representatives ofthe residue field Fk, extending F,, . 
As, according to [13, Theorem 16.41, there exists an elementary extension of 
(F’, WI, G”) having the (card K’)f-saturation property, we can suppose in the 
following that (F’, w’, G’) is (card K’)+-saturated. 
Now let Kr be the algebraic losure of K in K’ and let zlr be the valuation 
induced on Kl by v’. As the inclusions H _C H’ and O,/mVfi _C O,,/nt~, n > 1, 
are elementary, and KJK is an algebraic extension, it follows that the extension 
KJK is immediate in a strong sense, i.e., v,(K,X) = H and O,l/tu~l = OV/ntvn, 
n 3 1. The valued field (Kl , v1 , H) is Henselian because Kl is algebraically 
closed in the Henselian field K’, therefore (Kl , ZIP , H) is a model of S. 
Let us denote by 771: K,X --+ H/Z and v;: ((Kl),-,)X -+ Z the valuation induced 
by or . The field K,,, = Kl n K,!, is a subfield of representatives of the residue 
field (Kl),l and is algebraically closed in Ki . 
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Let us denote by K, , the algebraic losure in R’ of the subfield K,(KA) and by 
.a2 the valuation induced by v’ on Kg . As N is a pure subgroup of H’, the value 
group cd2(K2X) is equal to H. The valued field (K, , v2 , ) is Henselian because 
Kz is algebraically closed in K’. The valued fields (Kz , v”,  H/Z) and ((Kz)e, 1
flz f Z) are Henselian fields and K, is a subfield of representatives ofthe residue 
field (KJv”* . The valued field (K, , Q , H/Z) is obtained from (Kl ) Gl, IT,??) 
extending .KI,, to Ki . We have for n > I 
It follows that (K, ,v~ , H) is a model of S. 
Let us show that there exist the sections : H+- K,x and s’: M’ -+ (K’)x (i.e., 
s and s’ are group homomorphisms, z+ 0 s = lH and ~j’ 0s’ = Irr,) such that S’ 
extends S. According to [7, Lemma 151, applied to the Henselian valued geld 
(Kz ~ ,Zz , H/Z), to Kh a field of representatives of the residue field (K2)a, of 
characteristic O and to 0, a pure subgroup of H/Z, there exists a map t: H/Z --+-F&X 
such that 6,o t = 1,,z , t(0) = 1, and for every “~1) JJ~ E
Applying once more the aforementioned lemma to the Henselian valued field 
(K’, G’, ‘/Z), to Ki , a field of representatives ofthe residue field Kb, of charac- 
teristic 0, to H/Z, a pure subgroup of H’lZ (because His a pure subgroup of 
and to the map t: H/Z +- K2x, it follows that there exists a map t’: W/Z -+ (P;=‘)x 
extending the map t, such that d’ 0 t’ = lHrlZ and t’(m) t’(yz)(t’(yI + y&)-I = 
C y1,y2 E FG)X for every 3/1 j yz c W/Z. The map 
c: H’IZ x rr;iZ -+ (Kj)“: (~1, yz) t-+ ~+a,, 
is a symmetrical 2-cocycle. 
We consider the exact sequence of Abelian groups 
where Oz, is the multiplicative group of the units of the ring O,, . This sequence 
splits because of the section 1 ++ rr, where r is a fixed generator of the maximal 
ideal m, . We have Ext(H’/Z, (Kh)x) E Ext(H’/Z, Q,,) @ Ext( 
Ext(W’/Z, SE,) = 0, the epimorphism 6’ induces an isomorphism 
Ext(H’/Z, 8): Ext(H’/Z, (K;)‘) -+ Ext(N’LZ’, Z), 
having the inverse Ext(H’lZ, 1 H 7~): Ext(N’/E, Z) + Ext(H’/Z, (XL>“). 
Let us show that Ext(H’lZ, O$) = 0. Since W/Z is torsion-free it is enough to 
show that Oi, is a pure injective group, because pure inject&e groups are 
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coperiodic [9, Sect., 54l.l It is sufficient o verify that O;, is Z-complete, because 
Z-complete groups are pure injective [9, Sect. 391. 
For n>l, put U,=l+ntz,. We have the exact sequence of Abelian 
groups 
1 + u, -+ 02, % (IQX -+ 1, 
where 0 is induced by the reduction epimorphism 
Since, by hypothesis, (Kb,)X is N,-saturated, hence Z-complete, to verify that 
Og, is Z-complete, it is enough, according to [9, Theorem 39.81, to show that U, 
is Z-complete and U, is a pure subgroup of O$ . 
Let us verify first that U, is a pure subgroup of 0;) , Let a E U, such that 
a = b”, where n > 1 and b E Oz, . If n is a power of p, where p is the charac- 
teristic of the residue field K, , say n = pk, K > 1, from O(b$) = 1, it follows 
that O(b) = 1, i.e., b E U, . If n is not a power ofp, say n =p7%t, with m > 1 and 
(m, p) = 1, we have a = (b”)@. From the same argument as before it follows 
that bm E U, . On the other hand, since (Kh , 8’, Z) is Henselian it results that 
Urn% = U, . Therefore, there exists d E U, such that bm = dm, hence a E U,%. 
Let us verify now that U, is Z-complete. Since the discrete valuation ring 0,” 
is complete with respect to the topology defined by valuation, we have [14] 
U, N limi>r VI/U,, where Vi = 1 + rnb, = 1 + rriO,, . To show that U, is 
Z-complete it is enough to verify that the systems { Ui)i>l and { U~}i>l define the 
same topology on U, . 
Let k > 1. We show, by induction on k, that Uf” C U, . For k = 1, the 
inclusion is trivial. If we suppose that the assertion is true for k > 1, we have 
Up1 = (Uf”)p _C U,n. Let b = 1 + n’“a E U, . We have bp = (1 f nku)* E 1 
mod mi?“, i.e., bf-’ E U,,, , hence UTk’l C U,,, . 
On the other hand, let i > 1. Let us show that there exists n(i) 3 1 such that 
Unci) C U,i. If i and p are relatively prime, we have Uli = U, , because of the 
fact that O,, , is a Henselian ring. We put in this case n(i) = 1. If i = p” . m with 
k 3 1, (p, m) = 1, we have lJli = ( 7.7rm)p = Uf”. Therefore, it is enough to. 
consider the case i = pk, k > 1. We take n(pk) > e/(p - 1) + k. Indeed,. 
according to [14, XIV, Proposition 91, we have Uzk = Um+ke if m > e/(p - l)% 
therefore un(+j = U$,k)-k@. c Ur”. 
Since the morphism Ext(H’/Z, 6’): Ext(H’/Z, (K,$X) -+ Ext(H’/Z, Z) is an 
isomorphism, it results that there exists a E Cl(H’/Z, (.K,$X) such that 
C 
WY2 
. ,-“‘(eYpY.J = a . a . a-1 
Yl 72 ~I+%2 for every yr , y2 E H’/h. 
1 The Abelian group A is coperiodic if Ext(G, A) = 0 for every torsion-free Abelian 
group G. 
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De-fine a map t”: H’jZ --f (K’)x putting t”(y) = t’(y) .a( for y 6 
The map t” has the following properties: 
- for y1 , y2 c H’P, t”(rd t”(~~> t”(yl + y2)F1 G 2, 
- if y E H/Z, then t”(y) E K, , X because t’(y) = t(y) E Ksx and Kh C Ka j 
Defme the maps’: H’+ (K’)x in the following way: If h c H’, v’(i”(h modZ)) = 
w’(t’(k mod Z)) - a’(@ mod Z)) = h modZ; let n = k - v’(Z”(& mod@; put 
s’(h) = t”(h mod Z} +. The map s’ is a group homomorphism and v’ 0 s’ = Ig, ~ 
If k E H then s’(h) E KaX. We take s: H -+ K,X the restriction fs’ to H. 
The extension K’jK2 is totally ramified in a strong sense, i.e., .,iq = 
v~/llt;r for n 3 1. 
We obtained the following sequence of Hensehan valued fields, models of the 
theory S, 
We extend the monomorphism 1 0 g: (K, rd, 
considering successively the following steps: 
Step 1. The extension KJK is algebraic and immediate in a strong sense. 
According to Lemma 2.4.2, 1 0 g may be extended to a monomorphism of valued 
fields 
Ii,: (Kl , nl , H) -+ (F’, w’, G’). 
Step 2. First, we extend h, to a monomorphism iz;: Kr(Ki) +F’, thanks to 
the K,,-monomorphism from (KA , B’, Z) to (I?: ,a’, Z), mentioned above. 
extension K,/K,(K,$ is algebraic and immediate in a strong sense and (Ka , n38 
enselian. According to Lemma 2.4.2, lz; can be extended to a mo~Qrnor~h~srn 
K2 , v2 ) H) + (F’, w’, G’). 
Step 3. e saw above that there exist the sections s: H-+ KsX and 
s’: H’ d ( X, such that s’ extends s. For the first ime we extend the section s 
to a section sN: G’ --+ (F)x. 
Being, by hypothesis, X,-saturated, S$ is pure injective, hence coperiodic 
[9, Sect. 541. As G’ is a torsion-free group, we have Ext(G’, OE,) = 0, therefore 
the exact sequence 
l-+0;-(F’)X%G’+ 
splits. 
We apply [lo, Lemma 121 to the commutative diagram with splitting exact 
sequences 
1 ----+ O$ - G’ - 0 
5 z 
1-0x d K-,X v2H---+Qo. % 
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Since G/H is torsion-free (H is a pure subgroup of G’) and O$ is coperiodic, 
it follows that the section s: N--t K,X can be extended to a section s”: G’ -+ (F’)X. 
As the diagram of pure monomorphisms of valued fields provided with 
sections 
(F’, w’, G’, s”) 
4 
s 
(4s 7 ~2 > H, s) c---+ (K’, v’, H’, s’) 
satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.4.3, it follows that there exists a monomor- 
phism h: (K’, v’, H’, s’) + (F’, w’, G’, s”) extending h, . 
It is easy to see that every monomorphism constructed before, hence h too, is a 
morphism of relational system of type L. Q.E.D. 
3. COMPLETENESS 
Denote by p’ = (f , .) the structure type of the elementary theory of rings, by 
P; = (+, <> th e s ructure t type of the elementary theory of ordered Abelian 
groups, by b. = (F, C V, +, .y 0, <) the structure type of the theory of the 
valued fields, and by 9’~ , 9$ , g, the corresponding first-order languages. 
Let (K, v, Z) be a Z-valued field of characteristic 0, with a residue field of 
characteristic p # 0, and H be a linearly ordered Abelian group. 
Let Tk , n 3 1, be systems of axioms in the language ZU, for the theories of the 
rings Ou/ntun, n > 1, Ti be a system of axioms in the language 9 ’ for the theory 
“0 
of the ordered Abelian group H and Tel be a system of axioms m the language 
&$ for the theory of Henselian valued fields. T-, is a recursive subset of the set 
of the sentences in the language 9‘, , 
Denote by S the class of Henselian valued fields (F, w, G) satisfying the 
conditions: G + T,’ , hence G has a least positive element, and O&tWn + T, , 
n > 1. It follows that char F = 0 and char F, = p. 
Let n > 1. For every formula in the language -E”,, there is inductively associated 
a formula 9 in the language 9&, , putting: tr = t, = (v(tr - ta) > n), l$ = 
_- 
ly% A A & = $I A &, (3x)+ = (@)(v(x) > 0) A $1. Denote by T, , n 3 1, 
the systems of axioms in the language $pL, obtained from TA , n 3 1, by this 
procedure, and by To the systems of axioms in the language 9&, obtained from 
TJ by relativizing the quantifiers to the predicate r-the membership of the 
valuation group. 
The class X is axiomatizable in the language 9‘, and T = (Jn>-l T, is a 
system of axioms for %. 
THEOREM 3.1. T = (Jn>-1 T, is a system of axioms of a complete theory. 
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Proof. Let us verify first hat T is consistent. Let , v; ) Z) be the comple- 
tion of the Z-valued field (K, ZJ, Z) with respect to t ology defined by the 
valuation v. According to [14, II, Sect. 11, we have 
0,/l&“, n > 1. 
has a least positive element, Z can be identifie 
and we have the exact sequence of ordered Abelian groups: 
Let rr be a fixed generator of m, , therefore of ma, I The element 7~ 
defines a group homomorphism s: Z + K,X: n H +, such that @1 . s = lz . 
The morphism s determines an extension E = Kl H or 
c E Ext(H\Z, K,X) be the class of this extension. The Sun 
up to an isomorphism of valued fields, a maximal (therefore 
field (Fr , 6, , H/Z), having the residue field isomorphic to .K1 and the value 
group isomorphic to H/Z [7, Theorem F]. Indeed, if n: H/Z x H,Q. + Z: 
(% PI l-b- %,I3 is a symmetrical 2-cocycle which represents the class of in 
Ext(H/Z, Z), then c: H/Z X H/Z 3 Krx: (01, /3) k+ 7rn*,8 isa symmetrical 
which represents the class E in Ext(H/.Z, K,X). Consider the fiel 
generalized power series of Hahn Fl = K,(Plz; c)), having as subjacent set, 
the set of the power series of the type S = CpENIZ a,P, where a, E: .Kr and 
Supp(S) = (P E HI;2 I q, # 01 is a well-ordered subset of H/Z By convention 
To = 1 E Kr . The field laws are defined in a canonical way requiring P . Tfi = 
e$P+B, and the map 
6,: &‘I” -+ H/Z: S = c nOTP k+ inf(p j p E Supp(S)j 
IEHIU 
is a valuation having the residue field isomorphic to Kr . 
The valuations V; and C1 define in a canonical way a valuation vr on the fiel 
Fr . Indeed, if S = CDEHIZ a,To eF,,x, then we put z$S) = (@r(aalcs,), 
Gl(S)) E Z x H/Z. If a, ,/3 E H/Z and aor ,aa E KIX, we have 
The map vr , so defined, is a valuation iff we consider on Z x H/Z a structure 
of ordered Abelian groups isomorphic to H. In addition, we have 
O,l/m:l G.z o~ll~~l s Ov/l%n, n 2 1. 
As the valued fields (F1, d, , H/Z.) and (Kr , e1 , Z) are Henselian it follows 
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according to [l 1, F, Proposition lo], that the valued field (F1 , V, , H) is Henselian, 
therefore (F1 , zll , H) is a model of T, hence T is consistent. 
Let us verify now that T is complete. 
First, we extend the structure type p’ of the elementary theory of rings to 
some structure types pn. , n 3 1, and the systems Tk , n 2 1 to some systems of 
axioms Si , n > 1, in the languages SUN , n > 1, such that the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(a) p’Cp.,Cp,C...$p,G...; 
(b) for every n > 1, the models of the theory T’ becomes relational systems 
of the type pn , models of the system of axioms 5’;; 
(c) for every n 2 1, the system 23; is a system of axioms of a complete and 
model-complete theory; 
(d) if n > m > 1 and (A, III) + Sk, then (A/mm, m/m”) k Sk, and the 
canonical epimorphism 0: A ---t ,4/m” verifies the condition: For every relational 
symbol R, with k places, of Y@, and for every a, ,..., ak E A, we have (A, m) + 
R(a, ,..., ale) iff 
(Ah”, m/mm> i= R(@(aJ,..., @(ad. 
We do this by induction on n. 
For n = 1, if p is a formula of YU, , having k free variables, then we add a new 
relational symbol R, E pl , with k places and we add to Ti the axiom 
RR,(x, ,..a> XJC) CJ q+l >---3 XJJ. 
The theory Si , so obtained, is complete and model-complete. 
Suppose the structure types & and the extended systems Si for 1 < i ,< n 
are defined such that conditions (a)-(d) are satisfied. If (A, m) /= Th,, , it is 
easy to verify that (A/m”, m/t@) += Tk , therefore, by hypothesis, (A/m”, 
m/m~) + Sk . If R is a relational symbol, with k places, from ,uLn - ,u’, (A, m) + 
Th,, and a1 ,..., uk E A, then we put 
(4 m> k= R(al ,-, 4 “gf (A/I@, m/W) + R(O(a,),..., @(a,)), 
where 0: A -+ A/W is the canonical epimorphism. For every formula 9) of 2$, 
having the free variables X, ,..., xk , we add a new relational symbol R, E pn+l , 
with R places, and we add to TL,, the axiom R,(x, ,..., XJ E 9(x1 ,..., x~). The 
structure type pL,+1 and the system of axioms Sk+, , so obtained, verify conditions 
(a)-(d). 
Similarly, we extend the structure type & of the elementary theory of ordered 
Abelian groups to a structure type pO, and the system Ti to a system of axioms 
5’; in the Ianguage gU , such that every model of the theory Ti becomes a model 
of the theory SA , whilh is complete and model-complete. 
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We extend the structure type Lo to the structure type 
If (K, v, N) E X, we interpret the added relational symbols in the following way: 
If .R is a relational symbol, with k places, from U,+r pn - p’, let n > 1 be such 
that f #LLn ~If a, )...) ak belong to the support of (K, V.J, 
where LT; )..., a;, are the classes modulo tttvn of the elements ar ,-..? aR . According 
to condition (d), the definition is independent of n. If R is a relational symbol, 
with k places, from pO - PI, and a1 ,..., a, belong to the support of (K, v, 
then we put 
(K VT > I== w, ,..‘9 aJJ“Af h (Ui E H) ( 61 
In this way, the objects of the class X become relational systems of type L. 
define, as in Section 2.3, the systems of axioms S, , n > ~ The ciass X is 
axiomatizable in the language Z& and S = T-r v (Jn>o S, is a system of axioms 
for Z extending T. 
Thanks to Theorem 2.3.1, S is model-complete. To show that S is complete, 
therefore T is complete, it is enough to verify that for every (K, TJ, M), 
(K’, z)‘, Xl) )+ S, there exist (P, w, G) + S and the monomorphisms of relational 
systems of type L 
As Sh is complete and model-complete, there exists G /== and the elementary 
monomorphisms 
Thanks to these monomorphisms, we identify H and N’ with some elementary 
subsystems of 6. 
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Denote by 5: KX + H/Z, ti: (K&x --+Z and by 5’: (K’)X -+ H//Z, @‘: (Kb,)x -+Z, 
the valuations determined, respectively, by v and V’ because of the fact that Z is a 
convex subgroup of H and H’. From the Hensel property of the valued fields 
(K, V, H) and (K’, co’, ET), it results that the following valued fields are Henselian 
fields: (K, 6, H/Z), (K’, 3, H’/Z), (KE , f?, Z), (Kg< , v’, Z). 
As (K, B, H/Z) and (K’, 77’, H//Z) are Henselian fields with the residue fields 
K,- and KE, of characteristic 0, we can identify the Z-valued fields (K, , 8, Z) 
and (Ki, , e’, Z) with valued subfields of (K, v, H), respectively of (K’, v’, H’) 
[l, Proposition 161. 
We show that there exists a Henselian Z-valued field (L, W, Z) and the mor- 
phisms of valued fields 
(Kc >@, Z> (Kj, ) v’, Z) 
such that for every n 3 1, the residue ring 0,/m,” is a model of the theory Sh 
and the local morphisms induced by ~JJ and q~’ 
are elementary monomorphisms of relational systems of type pLn . 
As the theories SA , n > 1, are complete and model-complete, there exist the 
diagrams of elementary monomorphisms of relational systems of type pFLn 
where C, b Sh . Denote by c, the maximal ideal of the n-valued ring C, . We 
have c,” = 0. 
Let D be a nonprincipal ultrafilter on N. Consider the ultraproducts 
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and the maps 0, = nnEN 0,/D, 0: = nncN @~/II. The rings A, ) AL , and Cw 
are local rings with the maximal ideals, respectively, 
and 0, and 0: are monomorphisms of local rings. 
Consider the local rings A = Aw/(lneN ~,n, A’ = AL/flneN uz, and C = 
co/n 7LGN LJ Tr with the maximal ideals, respectively, tuA = uw,/RnEN a,*, utAt = 
dJif-hEN QC, and m, = c,/n ncN c,lz. The monomorphisms 0, and @$,, determine 
the local monomorphisms p: A + C and p’: A’ -+ C. It is easy to see that the 
rings A, A’ and C are complete discrete valuation rings (because of the 
MI-saturation property of nonprincipal ultraproducts indexed by countable sets 
and that the residue rings 
and C/men, n 2 1, are models of Sk , and p and p’ induce the elementary 
monomorphisms 
Let L be the quotient field of the ring C and 3 be the corresponding valuation. 
Being complete, the valued field (L, G, Z) is Hens&an. 
On the other hand, the canonical embeddings j: 0, + A and jl: O,, -+- A’ 
induce the elementary monomorphisms jn: 0,/m,” -+ A/man and ji: 
N/m;, , n > 1. 
We have the diagram 
Let 9: (M, , V, Z) + (L, W, Z) and #: (Ki, , 8, Z) + (~5, B, Z) be the mono- 
morphisms of valued fields induced by p oj and p’ oj’. The Henselian valued 
field (L, ti, Z) together with the monomorphisms 9 and F’ satisfies the imposed 
conditions. We can consider p and $ to be inclusions. 
Let (Kr , or , r-I> be a maximal immediate extension of the valued fieP 
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(K, V, H). There exists such an extension, according to Krull’s theorem [l 1, D, 
Theorem 11. Let 5r: K,X + H/Z and 4: (KI)gI -+ Z be the valuations determined 
by u1 . From the maximality of the valued field (Kr , or , H) it follows the 
maximality of the valued fields (Kr , Gil, H/Z) and ((K&Y;, , @r, Z) [ll, D, 
Proposition 71. Since for the Z-valued fields, the maximality is equivalent to the 
Cauchy completeness and, because the extension (&),1/K, is immediate, it 
follows that ((KJ!, , 9 , Z) is the completion of the valued field (K, , 8, Z), 
therefore Os1 E b,,r O&tiiA, O,l/m~I E Os/men for n > 1, and (KJB1 is a 
subextension of L/K, . 
By [7, Theorem F], the maximal valued field (KI , 5, , H/Z) is isomorphic 
(analytically) to a field of generalized power series K,l((Ta/z; c)), where 
c: H/Z x H/Z -+ (K$ is a symmetrical 2-cocycle and the valuation on this 
field is canonically defined. Let us identify (Kr ,77, , H/Z) with this field. As 
vr is obtained by composition of the valuations 5, and tir , the extension of V, it 
follows that the symmetrical 2-cocycle n: H/Z x H/Z -+ Z: (ol, 8) ++ ?J,(c&, 
associated to c, is a representative of the class of H, as extension of H/B by Z. 
Let (K, , B, , H/Z) be the field of generalized power series L(( THIn; c)) obtained 
from (KI ) @I , H/Z) extending the constant field (KJ,- to L. Since the 2-cocycle 
n: H/Z x H/Z -+Z, associated to c, is a representative of H, as extension of 
H/Z by Z, it results that the value group of the valuation va , determined in 
a canonical way by the valuations 77, and a, is isomorphic to H. The valued field 
62 Y v2 Y H) extending (K, v, H) is a model of the theory S. 
Since the group (K&j2 z L,X g nnsN (C,/c,)X/D is X,-saturated, as non- 
principal ultraproduct indexed by a countable set, it follows, using an argument 
similar to that in the proof of Theorem 2.3.1, that the valuation a induces an 
isomorphism Ext( 5!‘, u): Ext( T, Lx) --f Ext( T, Z) having the inverse Ext( T, 1 H r), 
for every torsion-free Abelian group T. 
Let h: G/Z x G/Z+ Z: (a, /3) I-+ ha,@ , be a symmetrical 2-cocycle representing 
the class of G, as extension of G/Z by Z, and d: G/Z x G/Z -+ LX: (a, p) w nha.8. 
Because of the isomorphism mentioned above and because the 2-cocycle n 
associated to c represents the class of H as extension of H/H by Z, we can identify 
the valued field (K, , Ciz , H/Z) with the field of generalized power series 
L((THE d 1 H/Z)), having the corresponding valuation. 
Now, let (F, z?, G/Z) be the field of generalized power series L((TG/“; d)) with 
the corresponding valuation and let w: Fx -+ G be the valuation determined by 
6 and c. The valued field (F, w, G) extending (K, ,TI~ , H), therefore (K, v, H), 
is a model of the theory S. 
Similarly we can embed (K’, v’, H’) into (F, w, G). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let (K, v, H) and (K’, v’, H’) be two Henselian valued 
Jields satisfying the following conditions: 
(a) char K = 0; 
(b) The ordered Abeliangroup H has a least positive element; 
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(c) char K, = p # 0; 
(4 V(P) = e E .& . 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
69 e valued,fields (K, v, H) and (K’, v’, N’) are elementarily eq~ivale?~t ~ 
(ii) JOY every n 3 1, the residue rings 0,/m,” and S,,/m$ are elementarily 
eguivalent, and the ordered Abelian groups N and ’ are elerne~t~yily eq~iva~e~t~ 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let (K, v, z) be a Z-valued jield such that char K = 0, 
char KV = p # 0, and let H be a linearly ordered Abelian group which has a least 
positive element. If the theories of the residue rings O,/nevn, B > B I amd the theory oj 
the ordered Abelian group H are decidable, then every ~@~se~~a~ vapid $eld 
(F, w, 6) satisfying the conditioszs O,/mWn = O,/TX,~, n & 1, a;zd G’ ES H is 
decidable. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let (K, v, Z) be a Henselian ~~va~~ed~eld of c~a~,acte~ist~c 0,
with a residue jield of characteristic p # 0. If the theories oji the residue +gs 
~,I%“~ n > I, are decidable, then the theory OJ the valued Jiekd (KS v, Z) is 
decidable. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Every Henselian Z-valued field 04 characteristic 0, with a 
gilzite residue field, is decidable. 
Remark 3.6. Theorem 3.1 and its corollaries are proved in [5] by other means, 
assuming the continuum hypothesis. 
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